
Obliged to be Honourable. The Transgressions of OMA/Rem Koolhaas 

 

During an interview in 1995, Rem Koolhaas complained about architecture’s obligation to be 

honourable. ‘A writer can easily combine his career with that of drug addict, fornicator, 

criminal or any other excess. The same goes for painters, script writers and producers. But 

none of these models is possible for architects.’ Of course, Koolhaas consistently and 

eloquently explored the boundaries of that supposedly impossible model of an architect who 

does not pretend that his activities are beneficial for the public good and for that of the 

individual. OMA’s oeuvre thrives on the transgression of the codes and rules stipulated by 

architecture’s silent agreement with society to keep each other in balance. 

 

The question I would like to answer by re-entering the work of OMA is twofold. Firstly, how 

can architectural transgression be, perhaps paradoxically, beneficial to society after all? What 

was the value of an approach that associated itself with inferior or questionable phenomena 

such as superficiality, ugliness, roughness, brutality and antisociality? Put differently: wherein 

lies the attractiveness of an architecture that defies or refutes traditional qualities? Secondly, 

what is the historicity of this theoretical position? The work of OMA (and the biography of 

Koolhaas) originates in an era dominated by social-democratic politics, and by a welfare state 

that apparently wanted the best for everyone. Specifically in the Netherlands, this created a 

society (and an architecture) that could be experienced as patronizing and mendacious, 

because it tried to hide its power beyond a smokescreen of friendly humanism. Piercing that 

blindness was an important motive behind OMA’s strategy, but it might also be the reason, 

given the political evolutions of the past three decades, for its actual irrelevance. Whether this 

means that architecture today is left with no option but to be honourable, remains an open 

question. 
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